Conformational dynamics of individual DNA molecules during gel electrophoresis.
Gel electrophoresis is widely used in molecular biology to separate DNA molecules according to their sizes. The physical basis of this size separation is, however, poorly understood. Here we report observations of individual, fluorescently stained DNA molecules as they migrate during various kinds of gel electrophoresis. Their movement, under the influence of either a steady electric field or a pulsed-field, is characterized by cycles of elongation and contraction. Initially relaxed coils of DNA lengthen into 'hook-shaped' configurations which temporarily 'hang-up' on obstacles in the gel matrix before sliding off, contracting and entering another cycle. The effects of a new electrophoresis technique, termed 'pulse-oriented electrophoresis', which allows the effective angle of the electric field, and hence the molecular orientation of DNA, to be varied without electrode rearrangement, are also studied. In this case the DNA adopts a 'staircase' configuration showing that the net orientation in a direction is given by the vector sum of the pulses used.